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5OBJECT
The object of the thesis is to study the "Technical
aspects for Urban Expansion On The Water," and to
find out the possible ways to overcome the related
difficulties with the help of presently available
information and technology.
An attempt has been made to go .through the
researches done so far in different technical
fields related to the thesis topic and to make it
a ready reference to those architects, planners and
developers who intend to plan or build on the water.
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INTRODUCTION
With land prices soaring and political pressures
intense, cities are thinking hard about building new
housing, industry, and even new airports in rivers, harbors,
and the deep blue ocean. In big cities a search for
housin'g, industry and public recreation is leading both
developers and politicians toward water surface. Reclaiming
water areas for land uses, a very old idea, is undergoing
a world-wise revival.
The water is eyed as a place to live. Hundreds of
thousands of people have been dwelling in sampans and
other craft for decades. (Hong Kong, Canton, etc.). Numbers
of middle-class citizens inhabit charming houseboats in the
coves of Sausalito, California, and on the river-front
of Paris. Other cities with equally watery landscapes
are now beginning seriously to investigate the possibilities.
One of these cities is Baltimore, which occupies ninety five
square miles of which twelve are taken up by the harbor
and much of it is unused. Egged on by the city's Department
of Housing and community development, Baltimore's city fathers
have applied to Washington for a grant to plan complete
floating neighborhoods in the harbor. Some water enthusiasts
are looking beyond the imruhediate vicinity of the old cities.
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In England, Pillington Brothers Ltd. the glass company
commissioned a team of engineers and architects to plan
the siting of a 'town of 30,000 people in the north sea
off Yarmouth.
In downtown Manhattan, the land being filled in the
Hudson River for the ninety-one acre Battery Park City,
just west of the Wall Street area, is costing roughly
$ 10.00 a square foot to create, or more than $ 435,000
an acre. But with existing real estate several blocks
east priced as high as $ 500.00 a square foot or nearly
$ 22 million per acre. The new land is a bargain.
In May,: 1969, the first annual offshore Technology
Conference in Houston drew an attendance of more than
4,200 scientists, government officials and businessmen
front fifteen countries, and they spoke about considerably
more than offshore oil rigs. This expression of
technical interest, coupled with the rising urban need for
building sites, may mean that the world is on the verge
of carrying out all sorts of proposals for building on
water, including some seemingly fantastic ones.
"Urban Expansion Takes To The Water" by Walter McQuade,
'Fortune', Sept. 1969, pp 132,136.
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THE TECHNICAL ASPECTS ARE DIVIDED INTO:
1) PHYSICAL ASPECTS
2) ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
PHYSICAL ASPECTS
1.1) Ways to build on water
a) Fill concept
b) Dike and Polder concept
c) Pile or caisson concept
d) Floating concept
1.2) Positioning methods
1.3) Stability
1.4) Anchorage
1.5) Buoyancy
1.6) Flooding of the structure
1.7) Materials (and corrosion)
1.8) Sewage disposal
1.9) Means of access
ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
2.1) Wind
2.2) Wind generated waves
2.3) Tsunamis
2.4) Currents
a) Tides and currents
b) Wind and wind induced currents
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c) Storm surges and currents
d) Seiches and associated currents
2.5) Flooding due to hurricane
2.6) Fog
a) Radiation fog
b) Advection fog
c) Stem fog
15
PHYSICAL ASPECTS.
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WAYS TO BUILD ON THE WATER
The following are the four major ways.
a) Fill concept
b) Dike and Polder concept
c) Pile or caisson concept
d) Floating concept
a) Fill concept
As shown in the figure 1, is the basic method for
building on water, involving simply the displacement of
water with other materials. This method is practical at
shallow depths when fill is readily available.
Design Considerations:
To avoid the settlement of the fill, it should always
be consolidated by preloading, sand drains or other means.
The general fill is constructed to a sufficient elevation
to prevent wave and tides overtopping under normal conditions.
It is protected from errosion by various types of marine
structures such as sheet piling, armor stone, concrete
seawalls and breakwaters.
Water depth, wave heights and run up.
Water depth and wave heights are the controlling
elements in the design of the protective works. The design
water depth includes astronomical tides and storm surge.
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The design wave height is often determined by the maximum
water depth. The maximum possible wave height is typically
0.7 to 1.0 times the water depth and it becomes the
governing wave height in shallow water.
"The wave run up due to waves breaking on rubble
mound slopes has been determined experimentally for
application in breakwater design. Values of wave run up
(R) to wave height are expressed as the ratio R/Ho (where
the Ho is the deep water wave height before shoaling) and
typical values assumed are generally in the range 1.0 to
1.2 for armor slopes (fig. 1,2) steeper than 1 on 4. A
limited number of experiments for armor slopes of 1 on 5
indicate run up ratios less than 0.8. A series of
experiments performed on slopes of 1 on 7 and 1 on 10 for
the Honolulu International Airport indicated substantial
reductions in wave run up ratios. Additional experiments
are still required before firm design criteria can be
established for gentle slopes. Data on run up factors for
artificial armor slopes are very limited."
"Evaluation of Construction Methods For Offshore Airports",
The Ralph M. Parsons Company, Los Angeles, California,
August, 1969, AD 693 185, R700455, p. 135.
$RUNWAY I TAXIWAY
$10NE
FILL CONCEPT - SECTION
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FILL MATERIAL
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FIG. 2 DIKE AND POLDER CONCEPT - DIKE SECTION
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Fill materials.
Sandy or gravelly fill material will give satisfactory
service. Silty material may cause setting problems. Nearby
sources that can be dredged will cost less to exploit than
more distant and/or inland sources.
The following are the advantages and disadvantages
of the fill concept.
Advantages
i) Availability of proven methods long used for
construction.
ii) Low cost per unit area.
iii) Expansion and modifications can be accompanied at
low cost.
iv) Maximum safety.
Disadvantages
i) Yay disrupt currents and ecology of area.
-ii) Cost increases with depth.
iii) Comprehensible bottom and/or silty fill n aterials
can lead to excessive settlement.
b) Dike and Polder concept
Polders of dry land are made by putting up dikes to
restrain the waters and exposing the sea bottom or lake
bottom as shown in figure 2. The dikes themselves are built
much like long strips of land fill except that they must be
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put together somewhat more carefully with an eye to
restraining the inevitable seepage.
Design considerations
Polders should generally be protected by at least two
dikes to avoid losses due to single dike rupture. (In The
Netherlands, Ijsel lake is closed from the Wadden sea by the
Afluits Dike constructed in the 1930's. Each new polder in
the Ijsel lake is enclosed by its own dike, which is high
enough to withstand the tides of the Wadden Sea, should the
Afluits Dike rupture). Dutch experience has emphasized
the need for constant surveillance of all dikes and timely
maintenance to prevent rupture.
For a stable foundation a high organic content and a
high void ratio of foundation material should be avoided.
Similarly, high infiltration rate could not be tolerated.
Stability and leakage rate must be determined early in the
study.
In shallow water locations, partially filled within
the polder (as in the case of Oakland International Airport)
offers greatly increased safety, at a relatively low cost
increase.
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Advantages and disadvantages of dike and polder
concept are as following:
Advantages.
1) Polders are potentially the cheapest means
available for reclaiming large areas.
Disadvantages.
i) In case of an airport, for the same runway
configuration, a diked polder requires a larger area than
a fill and as the height of the dike increases, the area
required increases.
ii) Whenever the polder level is below the level of
surrounding water body, the water (rain and waste water)
has always to be pumped out. Standby power or engine for
pump drive is mandatory.
iii) The danger of catastrophic dike failure cannot be
overemphasized. An extremely conservative cautious approach
toward design, construction, maintenance and operation of
the dike systen is necessary.
c) Pile or Caisson Concept.
Pile structures are useful at greater practical depths
where fill and polder concept is of no use. For pile
structures, a firm nonyielding, nondeforming, nonsettling
foundation is mandetory. Dense sand and bed rock are suitable.
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Design Considerations
Where load per pile increases due to increased spacing,
heavier decks, multi-deck construction or any other reason,
allowable bearing value of the subgrade may be exceeded.
Because of storm or earthquake, piles are subjected to
large lateral forces which creates significant bending
movement. The stresses that develop due to lateral loads
can be of major importance and in many cases, are greater
than the axial stresses caused by vertical loads. The pile
(column) must be adequate to resist the stresses developed
from the vertical and lateral forces. The cyclic nature of
the lateral forces must be considered for design purposes.
Wave and wind loads are other important aspects which
are to be included in the design load. It will.depend upon
the local conditions.
"An important parameter for determining the wave force,
is D/L .where D is the pile diameter and L is the wave length.
Fig. 3. shows the influence of D/L and d/L (d=water depth) on
the inertial wave force on a pile of large diameter. The total
force, F, is Pm times the projected area (where F Pm is the
maximum mean pressure) and acts at distance Z above the bed
as shown in Fig. 4. It must be noted that F is periodic in
"Offshore Airport Planning", Thd Ralph M. Parsons Company,
Los Angeles, California, Aug. 1969, AD 693 172, R 700454,
Appendix C-17.
PILE LOAD (TONS)
FIG. 5 CAPACITY OF CIRCULAR CONCRETE PILE
PILE CONCEPT
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time with the wave period and periodic in space with the
wave length. It is a maximum at wave length ahead of
the wave crest."
Before designing the pile foundation, surface and sub-
surface investigations must be done.
Fig. 5 gives an idea as to the size of the -conrete
pile, required for various load capacities.
Materials:
Wood, reinforced concrete, and steel (protected frow
corrosion) are commonly used for pile structures.
Advantages of pile concept.
Piling has two important advantages over landfill
and poldering.
i) Structures can be errected at greater practical depths
ii) Instead of blocking normal water currents they permit
them to pass underneath. (Fig. 6).
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a) Floating Concept.
It is the most flexible form of building on water, where
floats can be moored at varying depths without increasing
their cost and can be moved from one location to another (if
desired or required). Floating structures cost more than
other methods of building on water. They must be even
stronger than most of the ships as they are not intended to
ride with the force of waves but to resist it.
Design Considerations.
The fig. 7 illustrates two methods of improving sea-
worthiness, and they are:
i) The floatation chambers that make the structure
buoyant are submerged so that they will be below the
greatest turbulence in storms, permitting waves to pass
through a fairly open framework.
ii) A protective breakwater of large bags partially
filled with water, is moored around the structure to absorb
some of the force of wave. For shipping the floating struct-
ures the water depth must be adequate (25 to 30 feet minimum)
and sheltered harbors. At these depths, a minimum average
height of 20 stories can be floated.
The moored structure must be able to withstand the
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action of wind, current and waves. It is necessary to
know what forces are acting on the structure and what
governs the response behavior of the structure. These
analysis can be performed by solving an equation forrmulate
by balancing the forces and moments acting on the system.
For a large structure like floating community projects
and airports, the roll and pitch.are not that important
as heave and surge (sway) motions that -introduce the
primary design problems. For example, the oscillation
period of heave is mostly associated with the spectrum range
of high excitation energy, which tends to reinforce the
oscillations and, at times, cause resonance. As a result,
the deck elevation will have to be increased, which is not
desirable because the wind force will be increased with the
increase in deck elevation.
Configuration.
For raft construction numbers of hollow floating units,
can be towed to the assembly site and by fa'stening them
together, complete floating structures can be made. (ex.
floating highway bridges in the state of Washington).
(FIG. 8)
The present technology offers two types of raft-
structure:
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i) Concrete raft
ii) Steel raft
i) Concrete raft - Conventional hollow box pontoons
are suggested for most of the projects proposed so far.
ii) Steel raft - A proposal for a floating airport in
Osaka Bay near Kobe, Japan, envisions site assembly of
steel floating boxes, each measuring 738 feet by 164
feet by 33 feet high.
Complex floating structure.
This type of raft form is having a defect of
obstructing free passage of waves and may be unsteady
in heavy seas or swells which will result in excessive
deck heave. This type of structure will obviously cost
more than simple raft structure.
More complex structure with center of floatation in
"dead water" below the wave zone would present minimum
obstruction to water movement and will be easier to moor
and far less subject to deck heave.
The following are the advantages and disadvantages
of the floating concept:
Advantages
i) Beyond 25 to 30 feet depth of water the floating
STRUCTURE PERMITTING WAVES TO PASS
THROUGH OPEN FRAMEWORK.
I Of RUNWAY
OF IAXIWAY
R00MING LINE
FIG. 8 RAFT CONSTRUCTION
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FIG. 7
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structures can be located any place where waterbody is
protected or subjected to less wind, waves and currents
forces in relation to open sea.
Disadvantages
i) Costliest among all the four concepts
ii) In case of heavy storms, human lives will be in
danger.
POSITIONING METHODS
The success of urban expansion on the water is greatly
dependent upon the positioning system. If at all the
community is to be attracted to live in waterborne structures
it must be prevented from lateral movements, caused by the
waves, winds and surface currents, (in case of floating
structures) . Minimum lateral movement has to be.
maintained particularly in case of continuous transportation
links between land and the floating structures.
There may be more but these three types of positioning
structure's are discussed.
a) Buttress
b) Anchors
c) Propulsion or dynamic
a) BUTTRESS- In case of floating structures the lateral
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movements can be prevented (though not completely) by
anchoring the buttress to the sea bed. This system
doesn't provide the prevention of verticle movement due
to tidal variations. Overall the system is not
satisfcatory. (Figure 9).
b) ANCHORS- It is the traditional method for anchoring
the floating structures. The function of the anchor is
to resist the forces-caused by wind drag, dynamic current
drag and frictional current. Usually the wind drag
represents the greatest portion of the total forces.
(Figure 10).
c) PROPULSION- It is the latest method that has been applied
for drilling rigs, especially in deep waters. The system
holds the ship or platform on location with four motors
(may be more, horse-power depending upon the size of the
platform and local conditions), two mounted backward and
two forward which operate from analog computer.
MOHOLE PROJECT (later discussed in detail).
In this project, "to keep the vessel on station the
control system will feed into the computer three
positioning signals. The computer will determine direction
and speed of underwater propellers. Sonar will provide
two sets of signals. It will generate sound waves to be
32
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received and re-transmitted by four transponders spotted
on the ocean floor around the hole and by four transponders
on taut-line buoys anchored 150 feet beneath the water
surface.
A surface radar system consisting of four buoys
anchored around the platform will provide the third set of
control signals."
(Figure 27).
'Mohole selects positioner', The Oil and Gas Journal,
September 23, 1963, p. 123.
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STABILITY
"The attitude of a floating object is determined by
the interaction of the forces of weight and buoyancy. If
no other forces are acting, it will settle until the force
of buoyancy equals the weight and will rotate until two
conditions are satisfied.
1) The center of buoyancy and gravity are in the same
vertical line as in fig. lla and,
2) Any slight rotation from this position, as from WL to
WlLl in Fig. 11 b will cause the forces of weight and
buoyancy to generate a moment tending to move the object
back to float on WL (stable equilibrium) ."
The stability of the floating structure is greatly
dependent upon the roll, pitch, heave, wind/and
directional stability.
Roll - "The transverse oscillation of the vessel above a
longitudinal axis, usually to be at the intersection of
the centerplane and the waterplane" (Fig. 12).
Pitch .- "Longitudinal oscillation of the vessel about a
transverse axis located on the waterplane and approximately
55 to 60% of the distance from the bow (Front of vessel).
Heave - "The rising and falling of the center of gravity
of the vessel through the action of the wave (Fig. 13).
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(a) (b)
FIG. 11 a) CENTER OF BUOYANCY AND GRAVITY ARE
IN THE SAME VERTICAL LINE
b) ROTATION EFFECT
I.----------------------I-
I
FIG. 12 TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION (ROLL)
I I
r
FIG. 13 HEAVE ACTION
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*Heave - cont'd. It should not be greater than L/80,
where L is the length of the vessel.
Directional Stability - "The ability of vessel to hold
the course despite minor disturbing forces of the vessel
through the action of the waves.
It is important to know the behavior of the
metacenter about the floating body to remain stable under
the action of overturning forces. "The metacenter M
(fig. 14) with respect to any axis of rotation, is the
point of intersection of a vertical line through the
center of buoyancy B when the body is inclined, with the
original vertical through the center of buoyancy when the
floating body was in level position."
"Principles of Naval Architecture", revised 1967, p. 54
"Initial phase of Research on waterborne community Design
Criteria", Dept. of Architecture, M.I.T., June 23, 1965,
pp. 33-35.
"Triton City", a Prototype Floating Community, by Triton
Foundation Inc., Cambridge, Mass., Appendix A-30.
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With the inclination to small angles, up to 7 deg.
(sometimes up to 10 deg.), the metacenter M will remain
practically at the same location with respect to any
particular cross section, unless there is an abrupt
change in the shape near the vicinity of the waterline.
The distance GM along the original vertical (through the
center of gravity G) from the center of gravity G to the
metacenter is called the metacentric height from that
axis of rotation. GM is positive when M is above G and
negative when M is below G. Whenever the metacentric
height is positive the floating object is stable against
over-turning when subject to small angles of heel.
ANCHORAGE (Against the forces of wind, waves and currents)
The floating structures must be kep in position
either with the help of anchors or with the dynamic
positioning system developed for project Mohole (discussed
later) where the system combines the use of radar, sonar,
and computer equipment to control propulsion units to
compensate the forces of winds and currents in midocean
(and thus obviate the need for anchors). The anchoring
system must not prevent the substantial vertical movement.
Due to tides and waves; restraint of vertical movement is not
38
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consistent with the philosophy of full support by
floatation.
The choice of anchoring system depends upon the
condition of the ocean bottom. Sand and clay bottom have
good holding power if the anchor is burried sufficiently
deep; mud and silt bottoms will vary widely in holding
power and rocky bottoms do not have adequate holding
power unless stake piles are inserted and grouted into
place. The advantages of stake piles are i) Provide
anchorage points, ii) Comparatively inexpensive whereas
the disadvantages are, i) Do not absorb sudden loading
and ii) Difficult to inspect.
BUOYANCY
Buoyancy is a function of the pressure gradient
(fig. 15) that exists in all fluids subject to a
gravitational field. It is the most important criteria
to be considered for designing floating structures. For
the body to be in equilibrium in its submerged position,
it would have to receive in the first case, an additional
force upward, and in the second, an additional force down-
ward. In case of an immersed body (fig. 16) equal to one
cubic foot, the upward force on the bottom is 64 pounds;
The density of sea water is 64 pounds per cubic foot.
The density of fresh water is 62.4 pounds per cubic foot.
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greater than the downward force on top. Pressures on
sides are equal and opposite and contribute no vertical
force. According to Archimede's principle the buoyancy
force acting on any arbitrarily shaped body is equal to
the weight of the fluid displaced by the body and that
-if the fluid is of uniform density the center of action
of the buoyancy force is at the centroid.
"In floating structures, design for maximum loading
conditions is only applicable to individual structural
members. It cannot be applied to determine accurate
displacements (fig. 17).
"To determine the displacement load for floating
structures, one approach is to estimate the total
structural load plus the total load of expected inhabitants
and equipment. This total load divided by the volume of
space enclosed provides a reasonable estimate of the
specific density of the structure. If this density is
20 lbs. per cu. ft., and the density of sea water is 64
lbs. per cu. ft., the structure will-displace a volume of
water equal to 1/3 of its own volume (fig. 18)."
"Initial Phase of Research on Waterborne Community Design
Criteria", Dept. of Architecture, M.I.T., June 23, 1965,
page 33.
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FIG. 17 LOADING CONDITIONS VS. DISPLACEMENT
FIG. 18 SPECIFIC DENSITY OF WATER VS. ESTIMATED
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FLOODING OF THE STRUCTURE
"Passenger ships are required to be sub-divided into
watertight compartments and provided with a double bottom
to prevent a disaster in the event of puncture of the hull
by collision or by running aground. While the problems of
the floating structures running aground could be solved by
adequate anchorage and preparation of the harbor bottom,
under and near the structure, the possibility of collision
could exist in some locations. Therefore, measures to
positively prevent structural damage from a collision or
to limit the amount of flooding is the event of a break in
the hull will have to be provided, if the floating structure
derives its entire support from hydrostatic buoyancy."
(Fig. 19).
MATERIALS AND CORROSION
STEEL:
Poluted sea water is one of the most corrosive
environments for steel. Unlike ocean-going passanger
ships, which are dry-docked each year to permit inspection
of the hull and replacement of fouled or corroded hull
plates. Similarly if the steel is used for the structures
"Triton City", A Prototype Floating Community, prepared. by
Triton Foundation Inc., Cambridge, Mass., Appendix A-42.
WATER TIGHT
COMPARTMENTS
FIG. 19 FLOATING STRUCTURE WITH DOUBLE BOTTOM.
WATER
MUD
FOR LANE FILLD CAUSEWAY
FOR LANE STRUCTURE CAUSEWAY
FIG. 20
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on the water, it must be inspected in place and protected
from corrosion indefinitely. Because of the complex nature
of the corrosion problem, occurring with or without the,
presence of oxygen; the variety and ever changing nature of
the pollutants in a typical salt water harbor; and the special
problem near the water line, several types of corrosion
protective systems will have to be employed for a steel
hull. The primary protection would be provided by a
cathodic system used in conjunction with organic coatings,
or concrete or granite master. - Furthermore, periodic
inspection of both inside and outside of the hull will be
required. Corrosion of steel at the water line and in the
splash zone above the water line will not be inhibited
by cathodic protection.
CONCRETE
There is considerable experimental work and field
experience to demonstrate that air- entrained, dense
concrete made with selected aggregates and cement will
perform satisfactorily in corrosive sea water conditions for
a number of years without supplementary protection systems.
Galvanized reinforcing steel may be used for increased
protection against corrosion of reinforcing. There is
evidence that concrete made from light weight aggregate
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may also give satisfactory performance in sea water. A
concrete ship, built in 1919 using light weight aggregate
and later partially sunk in Galveston harbor, off the Texas
coast, was examined in 1953; the concrete reinforcing steel
was reported to be in good condition, after some continuous
exposure to sea water.
To date, only two structural metals have been exposed
to sea-water for as long as twenty years without exhibiting
any signs of corrosion. These are unalloyed titanium and
a proprietary alloy containing nominally 54% Ni, 17% Mo,
15% Ck, and 5% Fe (Matthews, 1969). Both of these metals
are expensive, they present some fabrication challenges
and they do not have high strength-to-density merit
ratings and therefore may not be useful for structures.
In a sea city project on the shoals 15 miles off the
Norfolk coast proposed by Pilkington Glass Age Development
Committee; mainly concrete and fiber glass is used for
construction.
1. "Triton City"- A Prototype Floating Community Prepared by
Triton Foundation Inc., Cambridge, Mass., pp A 42, A 43.
2."A perspective view of data on localized corrosion for
the marine designer "by B. F. Brown, Nov-Dec 1969, p. 67.
ofi
3." Sea City' a project for the year 2120 by Pilkington
Glass Age Development Committee. 'The Engineer', March 8,
1968, p.
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SEWAGE DISPOSAL
Electrolyzed seawater plays big role in sewage disposal
method.
When the raw sewage is dosed with the electrolyzed
seawater, the hypochlorites react with ammonia, amino
acid residues and dissolved nitrogenous substances in the
sewage to produce chloramines and chloramine-like compounds,
which function. as effective sterilants. The sewage-to-
seawater ratio is normally about 60:1, but varies
depending on sewage strength.
(CJB's first plant, in op'eration at Creux Manie,
Guernsey, one of the channel islands, works by sterilizing
raw sewage with a dose of electrolyzed seawater, occupies
only one building and takes up about 1,000 sq. ft. of
space - a fraction of the land area required for a
biological treatment plant. It handles an average. of 6,000
gal/hs. of raw sewage. This consists mainly of cesspool
liquids from a population of about 20,000.
Once raw sewage mixed with electrolyzed sea-water, andgot
rid of the various solid materials, the sewage goes to two
reactor vessels where an additional contact time of 15 min.
"Electrolyzed seawater plays a big role in sewage Disposal
Method", by Roy Ealer, World News, London
:C .. i - - 1 - 1 n ee~ 1 7
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is allowed. At the end of this period, odorless effluent
is considered sterilized and discharged. into the ocean.)
In case of offshore community projects, the digested
sludge from septic tanks can be transported by the sewage
disposal vessel and after treatment it can be disposed of
into the deep sea.
("The Glen Avon, an automated sewage disposal vessel
of unique design, has been delivered to the city of Bristol,
England, for operation on the River Avon and the Bristol
Channel. Glen Avon, has duel machinery because no'
engineer are aboard. The 180 foot long vessel is designed
to transport 900 tons of digested sludge, and the cargo
can be discharged in 15 minutes. It is loaded under
hermetically sealed conditions. Because of the exposed sea
location of the dumping area, freeboard, and windage
have been kept to a minimum, consequently, cargo is
discharged by a combination of gravity and low-pressure
air rather than by the usual method of gravity alone.")
"Sewage Disposal vessel is highly automated", 'Ocean
Industry', February 1970, p. 55.
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MEANS OF ACCESS
A) DIRECT ACCESS
B) INDIRECT ACCESS.
A) DIRECT ACCESS - Access to an offshore community can be
provided in a number of ways. It is essential to provide
two or more independent means of access to maintain a
linkage throughout the year. (In all types of weather).
The conventional access structures are:
a) Bridges
b) Causeways
c) Tube or tunnels
d) Floating structures
a) Bridges - In case of ships passing through the site
of the bridge, sufficient clearance to be provided.
b) Causeways - "Since a 4:1 slope must be maintained on
the sites to prevent settlement, a tremendous volume of
fill material is required. This should be quality fill,
preferably sand and gravel. Structural causeways, on the
other hand, are less dependent upon depth of water and mud
as long as standard 50' - 60' piles can be used." But
before making any specific recommendations on types of
"The Boston Lower Harbor", A study of the harbor with guides
for future planning, by M.I.T. Harbor Summer Study Group,
1968, p. 35.
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construction, a great deal of additional geological survey
must be carried out. It is essential to know the depth to
bedrock, the depth of mud layers, and the intermediate
soil conditions (fig. 20).
c) Tube or tunnels - It can be relied upon in all types of
weather. This system can be used at locations where the
ships are passing, without causing disturbances to the
structure due to wave actions. The tubes can best be
utilized for transporting fuel, water and petroleum
products. Smaller items of freight, baggage and mail may
be transported by mechanical or pneumatic conveyor.
For tunneling, simply prefabricated reinforced concrete
units can be lowered into dredged trench and. connected.
Figure 21 shows tunneling under Hong-Kong Harbor. "A
Consortium headed by Costain Civilian Engineering Ltd.
was awarded an f 13 3/4 million ($ 33 m. ) contract by
The Cross Harbor Tunnel Company Limited for the construction
of a mile long tunnel using the immersed tube method. Work
will start in September, 1970, completion is due in three
years.
"Tunneling under Hong-Kong Harbor", 'Ocean Industry',,
October, 1969.
58' 4"LONG SECTIONS OF TUBE
TRANSPORTED INTO ASSEMBLY
AREA ON BOGIES
UPPER PART OF DIAPHRAGM
AND STIFFENING TRUSSES
ERECTED BY CRAWLER CRANE
LOWER PART OF DIAPHRAGM PLACED IN TRENCHES
AND PROPPED IN POSITION. AFTER TUBES HAVE
BEEN ROLLED IN ON BOGIES. REMOVABLE SECTIONS
OF RAILS ARE REMOVED AND DIAPHRAGMS JACKED
UP INTO POSITION
STEP 1-Units are assembled on shore and concrete poured.
UNIT IS LOWERED GRADUALLY DOWN
SLIPWAYS USING RESTRAINING TACKLES
WEDGED SHAPED SLIDING WAYS
STEP 2-Tunnel units are launched, and completed at jetty.
uWu ANm w
/
STEP 3-Units are lowered into dredged trench and connected.
FIG. 21 TUNNELING
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.' 22 FLOATING TRANSPORT LINK
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UNDERWATER TRANSPORT LINKFIG. 23
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a) Floating Structures
i) On the surface of the water
ii) Underneath the water level
i) On the surface of the water - For this kind of
linkage it is necessary to prevent the lateral displacement
due to wind and waves, but the vertical movement because
of tides can be allowed especially in case of offshore
floating structure which will be in phase with the
vertical movement. (Figure 22).
ii) Underneath the water level - Such kind of structure
is free from wave actions and does not come in the way of
water vessels passing above it. (Figure 23).
B) INDIRECT ACCESS.
Indirect access to the offshore community can be provided
by several means. It can be classified under two categories.
i) Surface craft (waterborne)
ii) Aircraft
i) Surface craft - Number of waterborne crafts can be
used for the movement of passengers and cargo between the
communities along the shore and offshore communities. Ships,
boats, hydrofoils, hovercrafts, ferries, and barges can be
used for waterborne access.
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The main advantage of this system is the flexibility of
access, whereas the disadvantages are: i) size and
capacity limit fast service, ii) operations are affected
by weather conditions, iii) requires docking provisions
and iv) requires onshore and offshore intermodal access
links.
ii) Aircraft - (indirect access) - mostly, the STOL
(Short take off and landing) and helicopter can be used.
The advantage of the STOL aircraft is that it can be
operated from 1000 feet runways where the disadvantages
are; i) It is limited in terms of capacity for carrying
passengers and cargo, ii) Adverse weather conditions limit
operability, iii) Requires air traffic control measures.
The advantage of the helicopter is that it can operate
from very small spaces. The disadvantages are similar
to those mentioned for the STOL.
"Offshore airport planning", by the Ralph M. Parsons Co.,
Los Angeles, California, Report No. 693 172, R 7004 54,
Appendix D-17, D-29.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
ASPECTS.
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WIND
The wind action against the floating structure is a
function of the exposed area and the area of the waterplane.
If the waterplane area is increased, the overturning moment
caused due to wind force is resisted by greater restoring
moment. As the distance between the original center of
buoyancy and the new center of buoyancy increses, the restoring
moment increases. In several ways the design of the offshore
structures are influenced due to wind and poses serious
conditions for the anchorage of the floating structures.
It will also contribute to the design loads on pile supported
structures.
Mostly, wind speed over water is about 10 percent more
than the velocity over land, but usually is less gusty.
Generally, design wind loads for offshore structures should
be taken higher than values normally assumed for structures
on land.
WIND GENERATED WAVES
On the offshore structures, the length, height, the
magnitude and the frequency of occurance (fig.24) of large
waves have great influence on the design from the point of
view of maximum loads and risk of damage to the structure.
The height of waves and severity of wave action are
functions of wind velocity -and the configuration and
. I
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location of the adjacent body of water. Waves cause
rocking and oscillation of a floating structure, as well
as bending and shear effects in the hull.
Maximum height of waves for any given location will
be one of the important criteria to be taken into considera-
tion to determine minimum freeboard* (fig. 14). The degree
of tilt of the raft due to wind forces, waves and shift in
live load will also affect the freeboard requirements for
a fully floating structure.
The dynamic analysis of floating structures and tall
pile supported structures require a knowledge of the break-
down of the energy of the sea into frequency components
(and sometimes direction). For design purposes the
engineer is more interested in the maximum probable wave
height and some estimate of its frequency of occurance.
The descriptive height is usually the significant wave
height which is, statistically, the average of the highest
33 percent of the waves at a particular location.
* Freeboard - "Is the height that the sides of a floating
object project above the water ".. (from - Principles of
Naval Architecture", p. 256.)
LWAVE HEIGHT AND FREQUENCY OF OCCURENCE.
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FIG. 25 THE REFRACTION OF A WAVE
TRAIN OVER A SUBMARINE RIDGE.
FIG. 26 THE REFRACTION OF A WAVE
TRAIN OVER A SUBMARINE VALLEY.
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"Over a flat horizontal bed, the maximum possible wave
height is 0.78 d where d is the water depth (including
tide and storm surge). When a gentle slope of about 1 on
20 to 1 on 40 exists, the maximum wave height may approach
1.0 d'". (If height to length exceeds a ratio of 1 to 7,
the wave will collapse).
The contours of the ocean bottom have an impact on
the behavior of waves as they approach to shore.
Depending on the trend of the bottom contours, the waves
may be focused (Fig. 25). Defocusing of waves will result in
quiet areas which can be considered for waterborne structures,
provided sufficient depth exists (Fig. 26).
TSUNAMIS
These are long, low amplitude waves caused by major
seismic disturbances in the ocean or on the coastline.
The speed of these waves is high in deep ocean but slow in
shallow water. The kinetic energy is shifted to potential
energy, which causes a marked increase in height in shallow
water. Typical wave periods are of the order of several
minutes. Locally generated tsunamis will always be serious
"Evaluation of Construction Methods For Offshore Airports,"
Aug. 1969, AD 693 185, R 700 455, p. 48.
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in areas where earthquakes can occur.
The research about tsunamis problems shows that the
polder structure should be avoided and fill structure
should be used with caution in tsunamis areas. Piled
structures will be unaffected by remotely generated
tsunamis in deep water.
CURRENTS
The following are the causes for generating the currents:
a) Tides
b) Winds
c) Storm surges, and
d) Seiches.
a) Tides and currents
Gravitaional attraction of the moon and sun is the
cause of the astronomic tide. The rise and fall of the
tide.levels will be accompanied by the currents. Mostly in
the entrances to lagoons, large harbors with impermeable
breakwaters, and bays, the tidal currents can be strong.
It is difficult to predict the currents due to tides. Tides
are actually long waves which travel around an ocean basin.
With fixed structures (polder, fill or pile supported),
the greatest concern is the highest astronomical tides. Tidal
range and currents will determine many of the environmental
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effects caused by the structure. If tidal currents are
stronger it may cause sand or silt erosion around the
foundation. The tidal range is of primary importance for
a floating structure as it is a governing parameter in
the design of a mooring system.
The U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey publishes a
series of predicted tidal current tables for many port
areas of the world. The locations in the world where these
occur are well known and documented.
b) Wind and wind induced currents.
Many ocean currents are wind driven on a global scale,
locally in shallow water areas, wind-driven currents will
play a major part in determining environmental effects of
proposed structures.
c) Storm surges and currents
Storm surges are nonastronomical anomalies of water level
resulted due to winds, from abnormal atmospheric pressure,
and excessive precipitaion caused by local storm. Storm
surges are accompanied by strong currents. Wind stress
acting on water surface generates long shore currents and
piles the water against the shoreline.
"Maximum probable storm surges are a major influence in the
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choice of crest elevations of filled or diked structures
and in the choice of deck elevation for pile-supported.
structures. Storm surges also influence armor sizes on
rubble mounds since the deepest water will allow larger
wind waves to break closer to the structure, whereas they
-might otherwise break in deeper water before they reach the
structure. A storm surge will always be accompanied by
large waves."
"Maximum storm surge elevation can be estimated fron a
statistical analysis of water level records if long-period
observations are maintained. When records are too short for
reliable statistical exploitation, the usual procedure is
to adopt a design storm and compute the storm surge
theoretically from a chosen critical storm track."
d) Seiches and associated currents.
Seiches and associated currents generally arise in closed or
partially closed bodies of water due to some initial
disturbances. These are often small but are frequently
evidenced by surging currents in narrow straights, harbor
entrances depending upon the particular resonant mode
excited, at any point without a closed or partially closed
"Evaluation of Offshore Construction Methods For Offshore
Airport", Aug., 1969, AD 693 185, R 700 455, p. 44, p. 45.
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body of water. Its period is usually associated with
the natural resonant frequency of the body of water or one
of its harmonies. Seiches can constitute serious problems
for moored floating structures since resonance with the
spring-mass system of the structure must be avoided.
Large offshore structures may divide an existing
seich free body of water into smaller compartments in
which its action suddenly becomes critical. The duration
of seiche may vary from one minute to several hours
depending upon the body of water.
FLOODING. (Due to hurricane).
Most of the urban expansion on the water (sea) will
take place in inland bays because of protection from heavy
wind. But it is important to think of hurricane flood
protection. (In case of Texas Gulf Coast, maximum tides
with the more severe hurricanes have been reported to exceed
20 feet in the narrow arms of some estuaries. A total loss
of more than 9000 lives and damages exceeding $ 750.000,000
have resulted from hurricane tides alone.
Hurricanes are tropical cyclones which produce winds of
75 miles per hour or more. They originate in the Atlantic
Ocean, Caribbean Sea or Gulf of Mexico, usually in the
"Hurricane Flood Protection" by Col. Franklin B. Moon,
The Military Engineer, Mas. Aps., 1970, p. 83, 84.
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months of June through October.
Texas Coast Hurricane flood protection study by the
Galveston district of the army corps of Engineers consist of .
levees, seawalls, navigation closure gates, gated openings,
for normal tidal action through the barrier, drainage
outlets and pumping plants. The result of the study will
be of great help for the urban expansion on the water
to protect from flooding due to hurricane.
FOG:
Fog results from several causes as mentioned below. The
types of fog are, (especially in connection with the
offshore),
a) Radiation fog
b) Advection fog
c) Stem fog
a) Radiation fog. (ground fog)
It is the result of radiational cooling of the ground on
clear, calm nights. It forms at night and is "burned off"
early in the morning with sunlight. It is very common at
low lying open areas in humid climatic zones, where nearby
open waters cause high absolute humidity. A "cold-air lake"
in a polder might be troublesome in generating and trapping
ground fog.
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b) Advection fog (sea fog)
It forms when moist air moves over colder land or water.
Nearshore, fringe-water and offshore sites would be exposed
to sea fog,where it occurs. The Pacifig Coast experiences
frequent sea fogs due to the presence of a cold offshore
ocean current which is frequently cooler than the adjacent air
masses. In the Northeastern States, advection fog is common
in summer, while in the Southeastern States, it occurs
mainly in winter,
c) Steam fog (sea smoke)
It occurs when cold air blows across much warmer water.
Sometimes it is observed over rivers and lakes in the
northern states. In the Arctic regions, it is frequently
seen over open water in winter.
Fog dispersal experiments show increasing promise
for alleviating the fog problems. Seeding with dry ice
pellets can disperse supercooled fog (water droplets below
32 degrees F) allmost 100 percent of the time; whereas warm
fog is difficult to disperse, but polyelectrolytes have
successful up to about 70 percent of the time.
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PROJECT MOHOLE
(Floating Platform)
Project Mohole will be working with the help of
dynamic positioning system, barring hurricanes to keep
its floating drilling vessel on target for the estimated
-3 years required to drill into the earth's mantle.
Site-
The site where the Mohole will be drilled in 14,000 feet
of water is at about 170 miles northeast of Hawaii. This
site, particularly, was chosen partly because of its
normally calm surface conditions.
Theoretical requirements-
The theoretical requirements was for the platform to stay
within a 350 feet radius in 12,000 feet of water, or a 500
feet radius in 15,000 feet of water.
Wind- 33 Knots* (force 7 on the Beaufort scale)
Surface Currents- 3 knots in the same direction as the wind.
Dimensions-
The latest Mohole plastform is 279 feet long, 234 feet wide,
* I knot = 1.67 miles.
(1) 'Electrical Engineering', Dec. 1963, p. 7 3 9
(2) 'Naval Engineers Journal', Feb. 1966, p. 101.
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and 371 feet high from the keel to the top of the radar
mast. .Its pontoons are 390 feet long and 35 feet in
diameter (looks like submarines). The drilling platform
is mounted on six columns, the diameter of the columns
is 31 feet.
The System-
Three major subsystems will keep this drilling platform
in place: a long baseline sonar positioning system, two
short baseline sonars, and a two channel analog computer.
There is also a radar subsystem, for manual reference
to four moored buoys; a standard shipboatd gyrocompass
system, to determine heading; and a display and control
console, where a pilot can manually override the computer.
The actual force to stabilize the platform will come from
the two main propellers, at the stern of the hulls,
and six positioning propellers, one at the base of each
column.
LONG BASE LINE SONAR
A transducer suspended below the platform and four
transponders on the ocean floor at a radius from the drill
hole approximately equal to the water depth (14,000 feet)
from the heart of the principal sonar system. Each
'Electronics', Aug. 9, 1965, pp. 119, 120.
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transponder returns its signal on a different frequency to
permit positive identification; the interval between trans-
mission and reception depend on the slant range between the
platform and transponder.
SHORT BASELINE
Honeywell will supplement its own phase comparison sonar
with a time phase sonar being developed by the General Motors
Corporation; the aim is redundancy for continued operation
over the 2 to 3 year period. Each short baseline system
will employ a beacon on the ocean floor near the drill hole
and hydrophones at each corner of the platform. Honeywell's
beacon will transmit a continuous modulated signal: if the
paths between the beacon and each phone are of different
lengths, a small phase difference will be apparent between
each pair of phones. Phase - compute - and compute circuits
will generate an analog voltage for the computer.
COMPUTER RUNS THE SHOW
The computer accepts voltages from all three sonars
to determine the amount of thrust required from the pos-
itioning units and to control the units.
The S-band radar will not be tied into the computer
line because it uses four deep-moored buoys as references,
and the buoys will wander too much to provide the required
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accuracy. The radar will be useful for plotting ranges
and bearings for positioning the platform manually in
emergencies.
Computer outputs representing port and starboard
propeller azimuth and thrust, and main propeller -thrust,
will be displayed on dials at the console, and an operator
can control the positioning units by manipulating these dials.
COST
The positioning system costs $ 1.5 million, and. is
being built at the California Ordnance Center of Honeywell's
Military Products group.
TEST
Tests indicate that the MOHOLE platform is seaworthy,
is structurally strong, and is very stable under sea
conditions wherein drilling would normally be undertaken.
The main object of discussing this project here is to
give an example of a floating platform where the winds,
currents, positioning system and its cost, etc., are taken
into account for its design purpose.
(1) 'Electronics', Aug. 9, 1965, p. 120.
(2) 'Naval Engineers Journal, Feb. 1966, p. 101.
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FIG. 27 PROJECT MOHOLE
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DESIGN ISSUES
THE DESIGN ISSUES FOR:
a) Fill Concept
b) Dike and Polder concept
c) Pile or Caisson concept
d) Floating Concept
are mentioned in the following pages.
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cont'd.
Armor stone
transport and
placement.
Preconsolid-
ation of fill
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Wave breakers
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breaking of
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fill)
Surface
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Aesthetics
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ADVANTAGES OF WATERBORNE COMMUNITIES AND STRUCTURES
1) Where there is scarcity of land for urban expansion at
places adjoining to the water-body, like Manhattan, Bombay,
Tokyo, etc., the expansion of the existing cities can be
carried out without disrupting the existing fabric of the city.
2) Water-borne structures offer both the place for habitation
and water oriented recreational activities.
3) It may aid to urban renewal processes as a means of
helping to accomodate the dispersed population, permanently
or temporarily.
4) It can function as an independent satellite town,
adjacent to but distinct in character from the city center,
minimizing wasteful and costly travel time and traffic
congestion.
5) In case of floating cities it can be moved to new
locations if required.
6) A big amount required for land acquisition can be saved
and the same can be utilized to provide amenities to low
cost housing.
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7) Since no problem of acquisition is involved, the
construction work can be started at any time.
8) For water oriented activities one need not go longer
distances and much time for traveling can be saved and
at the same time to some extent, the weekend traffic
congestion can be reduced.
9) By employing mass production techniques for the
construction, efficiencies for conversion of use and
maintenance, as well as cost can be realized.
10) Floating city concept offers the flexibility of
movement to comply with the future demand.s and changes
in city requirements.
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SUMMARY
It seems apparant that when the progress has been
done and researches are going on in all the technical fields,
there is no reason why this technology of building on water
should not be explored when people are already living on
the water. Presently the people.are seriously thinking and
doing extensive research work for the urban expansion on
the water.
As discussed earlier, the present technology offers
four ways of building on water. There is no doubt that the
future technology will add to these concepts and even more
sophisticated ways will be found out in this field. Today
it is possible to build at any place (except in rough sea)
and at any depth of water (irrespective of cost).
Every concept has its own merits and demerits (as
mentioned before). The choice of a particular concept will
totally depend upon the local conditions and economic factors.
The fill concept can be used at shallow depths of water
from 5 to 10 feet and where the fill is readily available.
To avoid the settlement of the fill it must be consolidated
before building structures on it. This is the cheapest
method among all the four and sometimes cheaper than
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building on land (as mentioned in introduction).
An actual sixteen acre island has been built by
Detroit Edison Company for a power plant at Harbor Beach,
Michigan in Lake Huron.
Dike and polder concept is also used for shallow
depths but in this case the depth can be up to 25 feet.
The construction methods are very similar to that of fill
-concept, but more frequent supervision is essential. In
case of rupture of a single dike it will be a disaster
and therefore double dikes will be much safer.
In the Netherlands, the Dutch have seized more than
1,600,000 acres of land from the sea since the thirteenth
century and today are reclaiming land for about $ 2,000
per acre.
So far the deepest polder in the Netherlands near
Rotterdam is twenty one feet below sea level.
Pile structures can be erected at greater practical
depths, and instead of blocking nornia-l water currents,
they permit them to pass underneath.
The deepest known fixed piling installation is an oil
platform in 340 feet of water in the Gulf of Mexico.
Floating concepts offer to build on water at any
depth beyond 25 to 30 feet depth of water required for
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shipping the floating structures. The idea of floating
structures seems to be very fascinating and makes one to
think in that direction. Numerous studies have been done
to turn this dream into a reality but so far nothing tangible
that can be mentioned.
Project Mohole, a drilling platform 279 feet long, 234
feet wide and 371 feet total height, from the keel to the
top of radar mast has been designed to float at a depth of
14,000 feet of water at wind velocity 33 knots, surface
currents 3 knots in the same direction as the wind. The
tests indicate that it is structurally strong and is very
stable under the sea conditions, where it will stand.
"Triton City," a prototype floating community, study
-done by Triton Foundation Inc., is another example of the
floating concept that can be quoted.
Human comforts can be achieved in all the concepts
(mentioned earlier). In floating structures, to achieve
the human comforts, factors like roll, period of roll,
pitch, and heave actions (defined earlier) are important to
take into account for design purposes.
"The roll should not be more than 30 degrees. The
period of roll should be minimum 4-5 seconds, pitch should
"Princia1 of Na7al Architec-uire " p 671 anrl info-rm-ion
from Department of Naval Architecture, M.I.T.
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not be more than 10 degrees. The heave actions should not
be greater than L/80 where L is the length of the vessel."
The length and height of the wave are important
dimensions, which govern the position, shape and the
height of the wave barriers (fig. 28) as well as the
minimum and maxiumi horizontal dimensions of the floating
structure since it causes bending moment on the hull.
According to the present technology, economically,
one can build from 1,000 feet to 1,300 feet (as in case of
ships). In case of floating structures, the length, width,
and height will be related to each other from stability
point of view.
The waterborne communities certainly have to some
extent different life sLyles and from a choice of living
point of view, it should be encouraged and economical means
should be attained for programs of this nature.
Until technology offers 100 percent safety, the
offshore communities should not be built beyond the limit
up to which direct contacts (links) can be maintained with
land in all weather conditions, either through underwater
or above/on the water connections which will serve to save
the lives of the people in case of emergency like severe
s-torms.
FIG. 28 WAVE BARRIER VARIATIONS
Substantial part of wave energy is reflected without
loading structure simultaneously
The curved surfaces create an overturning motion in the
waves, energy is reduced by resulting turbulence
Semi-reflective barrier
Floating breakwater dampens wave energy before reaching
main structure
_- F =_
Pontoon supports act as breakwater
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Within my -time limit, I might not have touched all
the technical aspects and therefore it will be interesting
to do further research relating to the thesis topic,
"Technical aspects for Urban Expansion on the Water."
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ECONOMY AND ROLL OF DIFFERENT CONCEPTS.
The economy in building on the water is very much
dependent upon the following aspects.
Water depth
Under-water land condition,
Environmental aspects,. and
Economy of construction
These are so inter-related (as mentioned under design
issues for each concept) that the negligence of any one
aspect will lead to a great deal of risk and one may come
out with uneconomical 'solutions which might be unwanted
and disastrous as well.
By looking at any site one cannot and should not
pass the judgement that any particular concept is the
solution for that situation. (The result will be as
mentioned in the above paragraph). Every concept has
certain advantages and disadvantages, under and beyond
certain limits (see 1.1, a,b, c,d.) and without its
evaluation, it will be meaningless to suggest any concept
as a solution.
The purpose and the function of the project cannot
be neglected while searching for an economical solution.
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Though there are constraints for each concept (wentioned
under design issues), sometimes it may prove economical
to cross the barriers of the constraints to fulfill the
requirements of purpose and function (ex. oil platform
on piles in deep water). Moreover, the economy cannot
be viewed from short-range benefits, but (most of the
times) it is to be viewed from long-range benefits.
The following examples show that the economy is
very much related to the location where it is greatly
dependent upon the technology used, labor, cost of
materials, and cost for transportation of materials, etc.
Ex. (Application of the same concept in two different
countries)
Copenhagen Airport, Saltholm, Denmark
Dike and fill concept
Water depth; 6.5 feet
Dike height; 9.8 feet
Internal elevation will be between 3.3 to 4.9 ft.
Cost, $ 8,200 per acre.
Runway extension, Harry S. Truman Airport
St. Thomas. U.S. Virgin Islands.
Dike and fill concept
Water depth; 17.5 feet and the dike
Fill elevation varies from + 8.0 to + 11.0
local datum
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Cost, $ 117,500 per acre.
Even if 4 of $ 117,500 i.e. say $ 29,375 with
respect to the average dike and fill height at
Copenhagen, the cost is about 3 times
Ex. (Same concept at two different places in the
same country, but the cost varies).
.D John F. Kennedy International Airport
Crest elevation, + 14.0 MLW (mean low water)
datum
Fill materials; sand
Cost, $ 0.16 to $ 0.85 per cubic yard.
Oakland International Airport
Crest elevation + 12 to + 13.5 MLLW (mean
lower low water)
Fill material; sand
Cost, $ 0.294 per cubic yard
While mentioning about economy, one cannot neglect
land/sea edge conditions which is having great impact on
the settlement patterns especially density. The choice
of high/low density is very much dependent upon the
underwater land conditions.
Examples from
"Evaluation of Construction Methods For Offshore Airports",
August, 1969, R 700 455, pp. A-94, A-96, A-102, A-107.
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For example, near the "Delta" the river is
accumulating silt since the ages. At such places to
achieve high density or low density, the selection of
concept needs great study. Sometimes the site itself
may be rejected.
The basic thought of building on water revolves
around economy. The comparison between the economy
in building on the water and in building on the nearest
land, will be the dominant factor to make a decision
whether to build on the water or not. If the answer is
yes, then the best economical solution for any location
on water can be achieved by means of comparative study
of different concepts, looking into its merits and
demerits, keeping in mind the: goals and objectives
of the project and at the same time responding to
the situation related to physical and environmental
aspects.
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